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About us
Some things don’t change. For us, it’s the foundation on which we have built Patizon. We are still perfectionists. 

We love functionality and smart solutions. And we still live for the finest down in its best form. 
Similarly, the qualitywe put into our products remains unchanged. We rely on top-notch fabrics 

like Pertex™ Quantum™ or Toray™ Airtastic™, we use only premium european down 
and we manufacture at home in the Czech Republic.

However, we’re not afraid of change. At every moment, we aim for a perfect product, 
both in terms of functionality and aesthetics, as well as environmentally. 

That’s why we bring new products that make no compromises 
in relation to all the aspects mentioned above.

Patizon team

PERTEX™ QUANTUM™ DWR (100% recycled nylon)
Ultralight, strong yet breathable, made with 100% recycled nylon. Treated with environmentally friendly DWR.

TORAY™ AIRTASTIC™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) 
100% recycled nylon fabric with exeptional breathability, lightness and tear ressistance.

GOOSE DOWN 850 CUIN, 90:10
Premium european goose down. Hypoallergenic, cleaned by a biodegradation process and certified by RDS and IDFL.

DUCK DOWN 700+ CUIN, 90:10
Premium european duck down. Hypoallergenic, cleaned by a biodegradation process and certified by RDS and IDFL.

RECYCLED DOWN 650 CUIN, 90:10
Recycled down with great insulation capabilities that adds some more value by being environmentally friendly. 

CLIMASHIELD ECO 75 g & 112 g 
Well known synthetic insulation made with 100% recycled material. Great insulation capabiliteis even when wet.
We use it on some hard-wearing areas where non-chamber construction functions better.

YKK & SHZ ZIPPERS
The best quality zippers ensure great function and longevity.

Materials
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Sleeping bags
G series

When something works great, there is no need to change anything. Clean and functional design is
complemented with smart technical solutions and exceptional materials: The sleeping bags are made

with Pertex™ Quantum™ fabric (100% recycled nylon), that is exeptionally lighweight, yet strong and
breathable. The insulation filling is premium European goose down with 850+ cuin fill power.

 
KEY FEATURES OF G SERIES:

extremely low weight and great compresibility
premium european goose down

semi-automatic YKK zipper
made in Czech Republic

G 400  -- Summer – 3 season

Our lightest model with goose down is designed for weight fanatics 
and is a leader in its class. It’s intended for those who refuse to carry a single 

extra gram but still want a sleeping bag that provides peaceful sleep from spring 
to fall. Whether it’s demanding thru-hiking, climbing bigwalls or bikepacking 

expeditions, the Patizon G 400 is the clear choice. With a surprisingly 
low overall weight, it offers incredible thermal insulation properties 

in an absolutely compact package.

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn
TEMPERATURES: -1°C (T comf), -6°C (T lim), -24°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537

MATERIALS: 100% recycled PERTEX™ QUANTUM™ DWR (100% nylon)
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper

WEIGHT: 671 g | 719 g | 767 g
INSULATION: European goose down 90/10, 850+ cuin

FILL WEIGHT: 375 g | 400 g | 429 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers

SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

NAVY / GOLD SILVER / RED GOLD / SILVER

The One to do it all. Extremely lightweight with great pack size/warmth 
ratio. The G 800 is suitable for all outdoor activities from spring to autumn at 
all altitudes. As the sleeping bag features premium 850 cuin goose down and 

superlight Pertex™ fabrics, hardcore users may use it as we do: as a superlight 
solution for all winter activities.

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn | winter
TEMPERATURES: -10°C (T comf), -18°C (T lim), -40°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537

MATERIAL: 100% recycled PERTEX™ QUANTUM™ DWR (100% nylon)
ZIPPER: Semi-automatic SHZ zipper

WEIGHT: 1090 g | 1146 g | 1212 g
INSULATION: European goose down 90/10, 850+ cuin

FILL WEIGHT: 750 g | 800 g | 855 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers

SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

NAVY / GOLD SILVER / RED GOLD / SILVER

G 800  -- 3 season – Winter

Our warmest model may seem like a mystery. The G 1100 weighs 
less than 1.5 kg and yet is often the choice for the most demanding 
conditions, including high-altitude expeditions - it has ventured not only 
into polar regions but has also ensured restful sleep on expeditions to 
Gasherbrum or Broad Peak. Wherever you’re headed, with this sleeping 
bag, you know you have the best that the current outdoor market offers.

BEST USE: autumn | winter | spring
TEMPERATURES: -14°C (T comf), -22°C (T lim), -46°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537
MATERIAL: 100% recycled PERTEX™ QUANTUM™ DWR (100% nylon) | Semi-automatic 
zipper
WEIGHT: 1392 g | 1479 g | 1566 g
INSULATION: European goose down 90/10, 850+ cuin
FILL WEIGHT: 1030 g | 1100 g | 1176 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers
SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

NAVY / GOLD SILVER / RED GOLD / SILVER

G 1100  -- Winter



Sleeping bags
D series

Forget about the Dpro. We love simple things, so we’ve made some improvements to our popular sleeping bag 
range while also simplifying its name. Thanks to the combination of Pertex™ Quantum™ and Toray™ Airtastic™ 

materials, the sleeping bags maintain a very low weight. Additionally, they offer spaciousness, incredible 
comfort and higher mechanical durability. High-quality European duck down and a smart design with a straight 

zipper ensure excellent insulation capabilities for demanding trekkers and travelers.

KEY FEATURES OF D SERIES:

comfotable cut
premium european duck down

combination of lightwieght, strong and ecological fabrics
made in Czech Republic

D 290 -- Summer

The D 290 is our ultralight with an excellent balance of thermal 
comfort, weight, and packability, while retaining all technical 
features. It has precisely the size and weight that won’t hinder 
you but can still keep you warm during any adventure from May 
to September.

BEST USE: late spring | summer | early autumn
TEMPERATURES: 3°C (T comf), -2°C (T lim), -18°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537
MATERIALS: inner: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) | 
outer: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) 
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper
WIGHT: 580 g | 625 g | 670 g
INSULATION: European duck down 90/10, 700+ cuin
FILL WEIGHT: 265 g | 290 g | 310 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers
SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

D 590 -- 3 season

This lightweight three-season sleeping bag is a piece that almost 
everyone should have at home. As is customary for Patizon, you 
won’t be carrying any extra grams, yet you’ll enjoy quality crafts-
manship and top materials. Some daring individuals even use this 
piece year-round.

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn
TEMPERATURES: -5°C (T comf), -11°C (T lim), -30°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537
MATERIALS: inner: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) | 
outer: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) 
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper
WEIGHT: 850 g | 925 g | 990 g
INSULATION: European duck down 90/10, 700+ cuin
FILL WEIGHT: 570 g | 590 g | 615 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers
SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

D 890 -- 3-4 season
A comfortable year-round sleeping bag at a reasonable price, that’s how 
our Patizon D 890 could be described. It’s a reliable and sufficiently warm 
sleeping bag that will fight for your warmth down to the last feather 
and won’t burden your backpack too much. We haven’t found 
temperatures, places, or environments where it would outright fail.

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn | winter
TEMPERATURES: -9°C (T comf), -17°C (T lim), -38°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537
MATERIALS: inner: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) | 
outer: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) 
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper
WEIGHT: 1150 g | 1235 g | 1310 g
INSULATION: European duck down 90/10, 700+ cuin
FILL WEIGHT: 850 g | 890 g | 935 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers
SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

NAVY / RED RED / SILVER ANTHRACITE / GOLD GREEN / GOLD

NAVY / RED RED / SILVER ANTHRACITE / GOLD GREEN / GOLD

NAVY / RED RED / SILVER ANTHRACITE / GOLD GREEN / GOLD

UPDATED!
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Sleeping bags
R series

We must treat our planet with the utmost respect. At the same time, we want to offer down sleeping 
bags in our portfolio that would appeal to the widest range of users in terms of both price and 

performance. This is exactly how our R series was created. Its foundation is the Toray™ Airtastic™ 
DWR material (100% recycled nylon), complemented by a semi-automatic SHZ zipper (made from 100% 
recycled materials). The insulation is made of recycled down with a fill power of 650 cuin, offering an 
excellent balance of insulation performance and cost. The result is a series of sleeping bags that are 

environmentally friendly while providing a comfortable fit and the technical features you expect from us.

KEY FEATURES OF R SERIES:

97 % of the product is made from recycled raw material
comfortable cut

made in Czech republic

R 300  -- Summer
Small, lightweight, packable. The R 300 is a summer down sleeping bag that 

offers ample space, pleasant material, and a simplified hood that can still be 
adjusted into a full anatomical shape. Three hundred grams of recycled down, 

Toray Airtastic material (100% recycled nylon), a semi-automatic zipper. Simply 
a summer sleeping bag for anyone who cares about nature and wants a reliable 

partner with an excellent balance of price and performance.

BEST USE: summer
TEMPERATURES: 6°C (T comf), 2°C (T lim), -13°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537 

MATERIAL: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon)
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper

WEIGHT: 630 g | 675 g | 720 g
INSULATION: recycled down 90/10, 650 cuin

FILL WEIGHT: 270 g | 300 g | 325 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers

SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

The Patiozon R 600 sets the standard for a three-season down sleeping 
bag with all the features you expect from Patizon. High quality material, 
a comfortable wider cut, adjustable hood, and a semi-automatic zipper. 

Recycled down and materials are environmentally friendly, and a temperature 
rating slightly below freezing ensures peaceful sleep from spring to fall. 

And what’s more? Weight under 1 kg!

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn
TEMPERATURES: -2°C (T comf), -8°C (T lim), -26°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537

MATERIAL: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon)
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper

WEIGHT: 925 g | 965 g | 1010 g
INSULATION: recycled down 90/10, 650 cuin

FILL WEIGHT: 570 g | 600 g | 625 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers

SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

R 600  -- 3 season

The warmest model in the R series features 900g of recycled down with 
a fill power of 650 cuin. This means it’s a sleeping bag that more resilient 
individuals can easily use year-round. Those more sensitive to the cold 
may consider it as a three-season option with significant insulation 
overlap. In this model as well, you’ll find high quality material, recycled 
down insulation and all the technical details that belong 
to a Patizon sleeping bag.

BEST USE: spring | summer | autumn | winter
TEMPERATURES: -6°C (T comf), -13°C (T lim), -34°C (T ext) - ISO EN 23537
MATERIAL: Toray™ Airtastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon)
ZIPPER: semi-automatic SHZ zipper
WEIGHT: 1230 g | 1275 g | 1320 g
INSULATION: recycled down 90/10, 650 cuin
FILL WEIGHT: 870 g | 900 g | 925 g
CONSTRUCTION: Z chambers
SIZE: S: up to 170 cm height | M: up to 185 cm height | L: up to 200 cm height

R 900  -- 3-4 season

NEW!
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ANTHRACITE / RED ANTHRACITE / REDNAVY / SILVER RED / SILVER

Jackets
ReLight

The ReLight series has established itself in the market as lightweight and technically 
well-equipped down jackets. But we’ve managed to find room for improvements. We now 
combine top-notch eco-friendly materials, Pertex™ Quantum™ and Toray™ Airtastic™, 
and complement them with new premium insulation - high-quality European goose down 
with a fill power of 850 cuin.
 
KEY FEATURES OF ReLIGHT SERIES:

recycled materials
hybrid construction combining premium down and synthetic insulation
extremely low weight
made in the Czech Republic

ReLight Pro -- ReLight Pro lady
Hybrid lightweight technical down jacket for demanding use. Synthetic insulation panels in the hood, shoulders, 
under arms and on the back allow for the use of a strictly anatomical cut. Climashield Eco, moreover, handles moisture 
perfectly. The well-designed hood effortlessly accommodates a climbing helmet, is easily adjustable, and the raised 
collar nicely covers the lower part of the face. The drawstring toggle is concealed inside. Pockets are slightly higher 
and lined with merino wool. There is also a zippered chest pocket. The central zipper is, of course, two-way. The outer 
material is now more durable Toray Airtastic. Pertex Quantum is inside for maximum breathability.

BEST USE: whole year | -5°C OUTER MATERIAL: Toray™ Aitrastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon)  INNER MATERIAL: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR (100% recy-
cled nylon) INSULATION: 75 g premium european goose down 90/10, 850 cuin, 65 g Climashield Eco 75 g/m WIGHT: Man (M) 400 g | Lady (S) 340 g  
SIZES: Man: S, M, L, XL, XXL. Lady: XS, S, M, L.

ReLight 160 -- ReLight 160 lady
Rarely does it happen to create a product that is lighter, more durable, and still maintains excellent insulation properties. 
However, we have certainly achieved it! The ReLight 200 model, tested by numerous demanding activities, is now crafted 
from a more durable (yet still lightweight) Toray Airtastic DWR material. We have redesigned the chambers and used 160 g 
of loftier goose down (850 cuin). The result is a very warm, slimmer, and lighter down jacket suitable even for demanding 
winter activities.

BEST USE: winter | -20°C MATERIAL: Toray™ Aitrastic™ DWR (100% recycled nylon) INSULATION: 160 g premium european goose down  90/10, 850 cuin 
WEIGHT: Man (M) 430 g | Lady (S) 370 g SIZES: Man: S, M, L, XL, XXL. Lady: XS, S, M, L.

ALL BLACK ALL NAVY ALL BLACK ALL GOLD

UPDATED!

NEW!



Jackets
DeLight

  “Delight”, in other words, is “pleasure”. And that’s exactly what our new lightweight down 
jacket brings. DeLight 100 is lightweight and wonderfully packable. You can wear it as 

an outer layer or as an insulating one under your waterproof jacket. It offers a comfortable 
fit with raglan sleeves, pockets lined with merino wool, adjustable hood, and sleeves finished 

with a soft elastic cuff. Patizon DeLight is also a delight for our planet. It is made almost 
entirely from top-notch materials, sourced from recycled raw materials. The outer material, 
zippers, down. Wherever possible, we have opted for eco-friendly solutions to deliver a high-

quality product with excellent functionality while minimizing our environmental impact.

KEY FEATURES OF DeLIGHT SERIES:

97% of the used material comes from recycled resources
More durable yet still lightweight Toray fabric

Pleasantly low weight
Made in the Czech Republic

DeLight 100 - DeLight 100 lady
Lightweight, easily packable, pleasantly warm. Comfortable fit, merino-lined pockets, and a fully adjustable hood, plus 
insulated with Climashield Eco for better moisture management. These are all aspects of this down jacket that everyone will 
love. A subtle selection of colors and cleverly designed details are a given. What is not a given is the ecological aspect of this 
product. 97% of the product comes from recycled materials, and the jacket is additionally made in the Czech Republic. 
A true DeLight for both users and nature.

BEST USE: whole year | -10°C 
MATERIAL: Toray Airtastic (100% recycled) INSULATION: 100 g recycled down 90/10, 650 cuin, Climashield Eco 75 g/m 
WEIGHT: Man (M) 340 g | Lady (S) 290 g SIZES: Man: S, M, L, XL, XXL. Lady: XS, S, M, L.

JET BLACK JET BLACKNAVYNAVY NICKEL NICKEL

DeLight 100 NH - DeLight 100 NH lady
A lightweight, easily packable, and pleasantly warm down jacket without a hood that you can use not only as an outer 
layer but also comfortably as light insulation under a waterproof jacket. Comfortable cut, pockets lined with merino, 
and a warming high collar insulated with Climashield Eco synthetic insulation. Additionally, 97% of the material used in 
production comes from recycled resources. Simply a fantastic lightweight down jacket that you’ll be happy to take both 
to the mountains and into the city.

BEST USE: whole year | -5°C 
MATERIAL: Toray Airtastic (100% recycled) INSULATION: 100 g recycled down 90/10, 650 cuin 
WEIGHT: Man (M) 320 g | Lady (S) 270 g SIZES: Man: S, M, L, XL, XXL. Lady: XS, S, M, L.

JET BLACK
JET BLACK

NICKEL
NICKEL

NEW!

NEW!
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Merino Series
Merino Beanie
Lightweight, breathable, soft and warm. This stylish beanie is made out of combination of merino wool and polyester. 
It is perfect for wearing absolutely everywhere. The girls will look georgeous wearing it on the streets, hardcore guys 
can fit it under the helmet. And still look gorgeous too.

MATERIAL: 
53% merino wool / 47% PES Coolmax 
Silver antibacterial treatment / 147 g/m
WEIGHT: approx. 50 g
SIZE: UNI

Merino T-shirt
Originally, we wanted to create comfortable sleepwear for sleeping bags. However, after a thorough material selection 
and tuning of the cut, we simply ended up with a fantastic functional shirt that suits almost any occasion. The material is 
stretchy, so it doesn’t restrict movement. The logo is subtly placed on the chest and on the woven label. The long-sleeve 
version is crafted with a raglan cut. The sleeve endings feature flat elastic cuffs to maintain shape and ensure comfort.

MATERIAL: 53% merino wool / 47% PES Coolmax Silver antibacterial treatment / 147 g/m
WEIGHT: Man (M) 126 g | Lady (S) 100 g
SIZE:
Man: S, M, L, XL
Lady: XS, S, M, L CLOVE

GUNMETAL

CLOVEGUNMETAL

Merino Tube
Keeping your head warm is what our Merino Beanie is here for. And to make sure winter doesn’t find its way anywhere else, 

we introduce the Merino Tube: a comfortable multifunctional scarf/snood made of a blended material: merino wool/polyester 
with a silver additive for antibacterial properties. Two-layer construction for better insulation, color-matched with our other 

merino pieces.

MATERIAL: 
53% merino wool / 47% PES Coolmax 

Silver antibacterial treatment / 147 g/m
WEIGHT: approx. 55 g

SIZE: UNI

NEW!

NEW!
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Accessories Liner
Finely crafted sleeping bag liner made from soft and functional brushed polyester. You can use it in your sleeping bag to 
slightly improve the insulation and comfort. But mostly it is used in mountain huts where you use shared blankets. With 
a hood that can be adjusted single-handedly and outlets for your hands, you can cuddle up inside and still read 
a book or eat your dinner.

MATERIAL: 100% brushed polyester | 83 g/m
WEIGHT: S/M 275 g | L 300 g
SIZES: S/M, L

Compress sack | Compress sack cap
Compress sack can make your sleeping bag almost disappear. Compress sack and Compress sack cap are 
strong, durable yet lightweight covers for your Patizon sleeping bag. The “cap” version has a stretchy cap over the 
top for even more copmfortable and effective compression.

MATERIAL: 100% polyester s DWR úpravou
WEIGHT & SIZE:
COMPRESS CAP:
S: 17 x 30,5 cm | 79 g
M: 20 x 33,5 cm | 109 g
L: 22 x 39,5 cm | 128 g
COMPRESS
S: 17 x 30,5 cm | 63 g
M: 20 x 33,5 cm | 80 g
L: 22 x 39,5 cm | 93 g

Stuff sack
People are divided into two groups: those who use organizational sacks for packing and those who will soon 
start using them. Take control of the chaos in your backpack and elegantly pack your gear into the ultralight 
Stuff Sack - a stylish bag made from lightweight Pertex Quantum material, featuring a one-handed closure and 
a loop for easy opening. Stuff Sacks are also environmentally friendly - they are sewn from leftover material. 
Instead of disposal, we give it new life.

MATERIAL: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR
WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS:
S: 20 x 29,5 cm | 8 g | 2,5 l
M: 30 x 30 cm | 12 g | 5 l
L: 32x36 cm | 14,5 g | 7 l

Storage sack
Storage sack made with breathable brushed polyester is the best way how to store your down sleeping bag when it is 
not with you in the mountains. It keeps the bag dry, away from UV light and not compressed so the down can keep its 

form and therfore its longevity.

MATERIAL: 100% brushed polyester / 83 g/m
WEIGHT & SIZE:

M: 37x65 cm | 115 g | 70 l
L:  41x70 cm | 135 g | 92 l

COMPRESS CAP SACKCOMPRESS SACK

Fix-It Tape
Durable and flexible polyurethane self-adhesive patches designed for emergency repairs of functional equipment. 
The pack contains 6 patches. The patch material is matte and transparent. Suitable, among other things, for re-
pairing waterproof, down, and other insulated jackets, sleeping bags, or tents (excluding silicone-treated ones).

MATERIAL: 100% polyurethan
DIMENSIONS:
- 4ks 2 cm circular
- 1ks 5 cm circular
- 1ks 2,8x8,2 cm rectangular

Pack-It Sack
Maybe you didn’t know that such a small organizational detail could change your life - at least in terms of how 

you pack your life into a backpack. Our Pack-It Sack opens easily, is ultralight, and besides the main pocket, it 
also offers an additional one. Moreover, it is significantly eco-friendly - it is sewn from leftover material. Instead 

of disposal, we give it new life.

MATERIAL: Pertex™ Quantum™ DWR
WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS:

40 g | 32x23 cm 

UPDATED!

NEW!

NEW!



www.patizon.com
ahoj@patizon.com


